
 

 

Hrafn (pronounced Ra-vn) meaning Raven in Old Norse 
 
DISTILLING HRAFN – ROYAL DEESIDE 
 
It feels like a deep dive into the glens and ancient forests where Aberdeenshire meets the 
Cairngorms National Park, and where the snow-fed River Dee starts its journey from the 
mountains to the sea. You can roam for miles across grand highland estates, beneath wind-
washed cathedral pines, by still, dark lochs, along crystal- clear rivers where salmon come 
to spawn. Encircled by mountains or out among the heather of open moorland, flora and 
fauna is plentiful. Tread carefully to spot capercaillie, pine marten, red squirrel, golden 
eagle, and herds of red deer. 
 
But it’s more than simply a dive into nature. Traditional roots run deep here. Communities 
are strong. Along the valley, every village has its own Highland Games. The ancient clans 
that gathered here centuries ago still gather today. Granite walls, legendary castles and 
mysterious standing stones tell a long history of settlement. This is a landscape shaped and 
stewarded by hundreds of generations of hunters, farmers and foresters. 
 
This heritage, this depth, these landscapes and these long traditions – all combine to create 
a place that feels like an embrace. Queen Victoria fell deeply in love with what would 
become known as Royal Deeside “All seemed to breathe freedom and peace ...” she wrote. 
It’s a sentiment that echoes through the years and still rings true today.  It is the place where 
the current Queen is said to be at her happiest.  
 
This is where the award-winning HRAFN GIN is distilled- where heather clad mountains 
and historic castles line the magnificent River Dee to join the North Sea. Our distilling 
method echoes the elemental traditions and rhythm of neighbouring Speyside to introduce 
a contemporary depth and finish to perfect this classic gin of distinction. 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE TO EDITORS 
Further information from Peter R Sim 

peter.sim@ravenspirits.co.uk 
T: +44 (0)1467-530404 
F: +44 (0)1467-840012 
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